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Notice to Readers

Laws are constantly changing. Every effort is made to keep this publication as current as possible. However, the author, the publisher, and
the vendor of this book make no representations or warranties regarding the outcome or the use to which the information in this book is put
and are not assuming any liability for any claims, losses, or damages
arising out of the use of this book. The reader should not rely on the
author or the publisher of this book for any professional advice. Please
be sure that you have the most recent edition.
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Introduction

You live in a digital world. We all do. Every adult has to navigate technology and data daily. Even if you’ve eschewed technology in favor of
an analog life, you’ll still use technology to pay for your groceries, call
your best friend, buy a transit fare, and fill your prescriptions.
Children and teens growing up today must prepare to function in
that digital world. The digital skills they need will partly be day-to-day,
practical skills such as shopping online, questioning fake news, and
connecting with friends through social media. They will also need
digital skills to be part of the future workforce. Increasingly, all jobs require some degree of computer skills and digital communication savvy. Artists sell their creations through online shops. Fishermen (and
women) must weigh, inventory, and certify their catch for commercial
sale. Myriad jobs in agriculture and manufacturing, service industries,
retail sales, and office jobs all require digital skills.
To learn digital skills, children and teens need to see technology
in use and have opportunities to try it out firsthand. This happens
through observation of modeled behaviors and step-by-step demonstrations of specific skills from both peers and adults. And youth are
not afraid to jump in and figure how to use a device through trial and
error. Your four year old probably already knows how to navigate apps
on your iPad and your teen can communicate through private messaging on Snapchat at lightning speed.

xv

As parents and teachers, it’s our responsibility to nurture digital citizens who can, eventually, be fully functioning adults with the
problem-solving skills and confidence to tackle any technical situation. Youth learn to research instructions on pretty much anything
they need to know “how to.” And they learn when to call for help
from peers, parents, or teachers if their online search doesn’t provide
the answer they’re looking for. Critical thinking, problem solving, and
confidence building are key goals of schools today. Similarly, youth are
learning social skills, self-regulation, and responsibility at home. In
the best cases, lessons at school echo lessons at home and vice versa.
Wherever digital skills are needed, parents and teachers have to take
responsibility for raising the next generation of digital citizens.
As a parent or teacher, you may be daunted by this responsibility. Digital information from social media to professional data sets and
technology like laptops and mobile phones are constantly changing at
a rapid pace. It can be hard to keep up for your own needs, let alone
figure out what issues might be impacting youth in your life.
Add to that some terrifying headlines and school presentations
that focus on the negative aspects of the internet. Cyberbullying, child
pornography, and luring fuel many parents’ nightmares. Happily, a
longitudinal study conducted at the University of Calgary discovered
that these risks seem to be decreasing. CBC News’ Ramona Pringle reported, “Having summarized data about over 50,000 youth aged 9 to 17
from existing studies released between 1990 and 2016, the researchers
found that, on average, one in five youth have seen unwanted sexual
material online and one in nine have received online solicitations.
“But while those numbers are disturbing, the risks have actually
decreased. In other words, we’re getting better at keeping kids safe online.” (“How much online porn do children see unintentionally? Less
of it than 5 years ago,” CBC News, July 4, 2018).
It’s important to acknowledge that these are serious issues that
must be addressed. But, I argue, an increasing number of families and
schools are trying to help kids figure out the basics and best practices
in their digital lives. In this book, you’ll read lots about the issues and
strategies to help you tackle them. You’ll also read about the worrying
headline topics and find related resources for help, but this book puts
emphasis on preventative and practical digital life skills that parents
and teachers can help foster in youth today.
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Often, parents hear the message that we should keep our kids offline or off screens or off the computer. But this isn’t a practical way
to protect our children from the perils of technology and the internet.
Instead, we’ve got to teach them how to live with technology. Only with
guidance can they develop healthy digital life skills. And they’re going
to need the freedom to make mistakes and learn from them. Parents
can rest easier if they know those mistakes are being made with parental and school supports that reinforce what could have been done
differently for a better outcome.
Teachers welcome parents’ support in the goal of fostering healthy
digital life skills. Lessons at home support lessons at school. Neither
parents nor teachers can fully inform and inspire children and teens to
be model digital citizens. It’s too big a task for any one adult. As Hillary
Rodham Clinton said, “It takes a village.”
Today’s youth have access to more technology and information
than any previous generation. And when we talk about youth in this
book, we’re talking about children and teenagers aged 11 to 18, not their
younger siblings who need different supports to navigate technology
and the internet. This book focuses on the tween and teenager years.
The advice herein is for those guiding that transition from childhood
to adulthood; the formative years when boundaries are tested, lessons
are learned, new experiences are attempted, and, eventually, adult-level
skills are mastered.
Youth need age-appropriate guidance to help them navigate the internet, online communication, digital file management, and more. Ideally, that guidance comes from knowledgeable parents and teachers
but not every adult knows what guidance to offer. In some cases, teachers are tech savvy and can teach curriculums filled with digital media,
data technology, and online communities. Similarly, some parents are
digitally savvy and can offer guidance to help their child live a rich and
rewarding digital life. However, there are many parents and teachers
who have limited or incomplete knowledge to pass along.
Youth and digital is a big topic, one that both parents and educators want to get right. Yet, we’re bombarded by headlines that offer biased or incomplete views of research on the subject. In my view, you’re
all trying to do the best you can just as I am in my role as Mom. Know
that I’m in the trenches with you learning what works for my family on
a day-to-day basis. And some days are better than others for all of us.
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As an aside, my own experiences with computer technology began
when I was about ten years old. My parents, especially my father, were
willing and able to provide my brother and me with a home computer
starting with the TI-99/4A and later Interact, Commodore 64, and Tandy
1000 TRS-80 home computers. Happily, the laptop I’m using to write this
book is faster, lighter, and more portable than any of those predecessors.
Growing up, we used the computers to play games (my favorite was Hunt
the Wumpus) and write school essays while constantly honing our negotiation skills as my brother and I took turns at the keyboard. This early
exposure piqued my academic and professional interests in technology
and digital communication. As I’ve lived with technology since the early
1980s, I have a fairly unusual user experience as I reflect on my own years
as youth and contrast them to my current years as parent and teacher.
This book is for those parents and teachers seeking help. Digital
Life Skills for Youth is for anyone who wants to be a positive guiding
influence on the next generation of digital citizens. General concepts
such as digital citizenship and reputation management are discussed.
Also included are core skills areas where youth need to develop competencies in order to function in today’s job market. Your child or teen
needs age-appropriate core skills, social skills, study skills, and safety
skills to thrive in their digital life. This book provides relevant information and resources to help you nurture digitally savvy youth.
My research for this book offers insight into many of the issues and
hopes to share welcome, sensible, research-based, real-world guidance
that can be put into action for most families and classrooms. It’s not a
prescriptive, one-size-fits-all solution. Rather, you’ll read a range of solutions that can be adapted depending on your youth’s unique interests,
skills, and maturity, moderated by your family and community values.
And I’ve interspersed information about mental health issues such as
anxiety and depression to reinforce the need to pay attention to youth
mental wellness.

1. Guidance for Parents

Parents have a lot to teach their kids on the journey from infant to adult.
There are the basics of hygiene, eating well, physical activity, and sleep.
Add to that more complex lessons in interpersonal relations, politics,
personal responsibility, and self-regulation, to name just a few. Being
a parent is a huge job and digital life skills are an added layer in many
aspects of growing up. How to proceed is a personal decision.
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Anecdotally, parents fall in three broad categories when it comes to
kids and technology. There are parents who restrict digital completely;
parents who allow a digital free for all; and, mostly, parents who know
some guidance and modeling are necessary to raise digitally aware children into fully functional digital citizens. An awareness of that need
isn’t enough. Parents require digital skills themselves to be able to model best behaviors, set limits, and provide an environment where digital
curiosity is okay and mistakes are tolerated as teachable moments.
“I’m intent on introducing my kids to experiences that begin to prepare them now and make them capable today. I think it’s important
that they have to learn by trial and error while we are nearby, so they
can learn for themselves what they are made of.” wrote Chip Gaines
in the Fall 2018 edition of The Magnolia Journal. While Mr. Gaines is
talking about introducing his five children to tools and tasks on the
construction job sites that fill his workdays, I argue his statement is
equally valid for digital skills. We’ve got to introduce, coach, mentor,
and monitor youth as they find their way online. Over several years,
they gain the skills they need.
Teaching digital life skills is a further extension of parenting overall.
It’s not a special type of parenting that requires a different approach than
all your other efforts to raise your kids. Yes, the technology may be new
to you and your kids but you’re still raising wonderful human beings
along the way. As Robyn Wilder writes in her article about Philippa Perry, a British psychotherapist, author, and journalist, “Perry’s book posits
gently but firmly that being a parent isn’t a chore, duty, or something
to be ‘hacked’ at all, but a relationship to invest in and nurture — and
one that will pay dividends in the long term.” (“Philippa Perry: ‘Listen
carefully, parents — and don’t despair’,” The Guardian, March 10, 2019).
I argue the digital life skills you develop in yourself and your kids will
help nurture your relationship for a lifetime.
In my personal journey as a parent, the parenting expert I turn to
more than any other is Ann Douglas. Her latest book, Happy Parents,
Happy Kids, (HarperCollins, 2019), offers detailed research and leadership
when it comes to the positive impacts of a happy family, one that nurtures
and supports both parents and kids over a lifetime. She writes, “The future needs your kid: a happy, healthy adult who is capable of navigating
life’s challenges and seizes upon … opportunities that we can’t even begin to imagine today.” Ann’s words echo my own reasons for writing this
book. We are raising the next generation of digital citizens and they are
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going to need to know how to navigate the digital life. So, let’s show them
the way in a safe and nurtured environment, as best we can. And preserve
the serenity of family life, as much as we can, along the way.
My practical approach to technology in family life is supported by
research. As Anya Kamenetz wrote in the Columbia Journalism Review
(November 5, 2018), “there’s existing research on parental attitudes and
successful parenting strategies regarding digital media. You can help
your kids learn via digital media, experts say, and use it constructively.
You can help manage and moderate their use.” Further, Jordan Shapiro wrote, “Your job as a parent is not to stop unfamiliar tools from
disrupting your nostalgic image of the ideal childhood … Instead, it’s
to prepare your kids to live in an ethical, meaningful and fulfilled life
in an ever-changing world, ” (The New Childhood: Raising Kids to Thrive
in a Connected World, Little Brown, Spark, 2018).
That said, when I advocate for youth to have access to technology
and learn to use it well, I temper that recommendation with a strong
caution about the potential impacts on youth’s mental health. As Jingjing
Jiang wrote for the Pew Research Centre “The ubiquity of social media
and cellphones and other devices in teens’ lives has fueled heated discussions over the effects of excessive screen time and parents’ role in limiting teens’ screen exposure. In recent months, many major technology
companies, including Google and Apple, have announced new products aimed at helping adults and teens monitor and manage their online
usage.” (www.pewinternet.org/2018/08/22/how-teens-and-parents-navigatescreen-time-and-device-distractions/, accessed August 22, 2018). Too
much screen time is detrimental for users of any age. Part of the lesson
parents and teachers must impart is how and when to unplug, and how
to recognize and counteract the ill effects of too much technology.
This book is an opportunity to fine tune your parent radar. You’ll
learn about digital issues and technological considerations and then
decide how to apply them in your family. You’ll also learn things such
as texting abbreviations and the sexual interpretations of emojis (see
the back of this book or use the downloadable kit; instructions for
access at back of book) to help you decipher and understand youth’s
online communication. The age of your children, their maturity, your
family’s financial position, and more will influence how you introduce
and moderate technology use. It’s a personal decision and this book is
designed to present the options based on best practices and research.
This book is not a one-size-fits-all prescription for every family.
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Instead, you’ll discover a range of approaches that can be personalized to suit your situation.
To help you figure out your approach to digital life skills, use the
Digital Qualities Worksheet (see Sample 1) to think about what’s important to you and the ways that your family operates. By understanding your approach, you’ll be able to decide how to approach the digital
skills in this book with your kids in a way that suits your family. All of
the worksheets used in this book are available on the download kit for
you to print off or type in, as you need. Again, see the back of the book
for instructions on how to use the download kit.
Parents today are on a pioneer expedition. We’re figuring out parenting issues influenced by technology in real time. As a parent, you
are the expert on your child. By reading this book, you’ll prepare yourself to guide youth in your care wherever their journey takes you. I’m
on that journey with you as Mom to my amazing son, a child who has
had an internet use contract, updated annually, since he was four years
old. This year we’ll write the tenth edition of that contract to reflect
his age-appropriate use of social media and a mobile phone. I’ll tell
you more about internet use contracts in a later chapter. It’s just one of
many tools in this book your family might adopt in your digital journey.
Let’s work together to raise a digitally aware next generation of
digital citizens.

2. Support for Teachers

I’ve written this book with both parents and teachers in mind. I have
tremendous respect for today’s teachers. You may be one of those teachers faced with the daunting task of classroom management with the
distractions of personal electronic devices, in addition to playground
politics or teen angst. You may also be taking on new curriculums that
reflect the broader influence of technology today. After all, school is
designed to prepare students for their future careers.
Many teachers are now being asked to teach digital literacy and
digital citizenship. Some schools integrate the lessons into familiar
subjects like social studies or language arts. Other schools are adding
new courses focused on digital life. And a lot of schools are blending
these two approaches. Often, technology decisions are made based
on budgets, fundraising, donors’ directed gifts, or grants. And some
schools have while others have not.
Introduction
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Sample 1

Digital Qualities
Worksheet
Digital
Qualities
Worksheet
Date: February 21st
Use this worksheet to explore and record the digital qualities that matter to you and your family.
Whether at home or out in the community, think about the values, conventions, and exceptions
that are important for youth to master as they learn digital life skills.
Number of youth: 2
Age(s) of youth: Laura (15), Eddie (13)
What, if any, unique conditions apply to your
family? (e.g., youth who is hearing impaired;
youth who is gifted, etc.)

Laura struggles to self-regulate screen
time.

What is your personal comfort level with
technology? Do you love it or hate it? Do you
find technology intuitive or do you struggle to
master it? Are you willing to use it in your
family?

Willing to use it.

What is your financial situation? What can you
afford in terms of technology purchases,
internet service, and mobile phone plans?

To save costs, my kids’ mobile phone have
no data. They can use Wi-Fi.

What technology is currently available in your
home? Are these shared devices or does each
family member have their own? What, if any,
technology would you like to add?

Laura has her own laptop.

In terms of technology use, describe the
maturity, ability, interest, and potential for
each youth in your household to thrive with
technology.

Laura does OK if she focuses on her work.
She is easily distracted by social media.

Intuitive to use.

Eddie uses a shared computer.
Both have mobile phones.

Eddie works well with technology in our
home.
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Sample 1 — Continued
How will you monitor youth for mental
wellness? What atypical behaviors must be
exhibited for you to intervene? What resources
are available in your area if youth need
professional support?

I will make one-on-one time with each of
my kids a daily priority.

What is your approach to screen time? Are you
setting strict time limits or making screens
available based on other criteria (e.g. sleep,
chores, fitness, social)? Do you allow more
screen time to accommodate a heavy
homework load or to support a youth pursuing
interactive or creative pursuits online?

I set fairly strict time limits with
exceptions for extra schoolwork and to pass
the time on travel days.

Do your family rules about technology change
in special circumstances? What if an elder is in
hospital or your family takes a vacation?

See above.

What are your youth’s school requirements for
technology? Must they bring a personal laptop
to class?

Laura must bring a laptop to class.

What are school policies about technology? Do
they align with your family’s approach? If not,
note the differences.

School doesn’t allow mobile phone use
during class time.

If a crisis emerges, I will call 911 or the
nurseline or text CONNECT-TO-686868

Sometimes Eddie takes his cell phone to
school.

Additional notes
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The addition of lessons in digital skills has been a challenge.
Teachers are highly trained in numerous subject areas. While they
participate in ongoing professional development, they may not have
ready access to in-depth training on digital issues and technology. And
they may not want to invest time and money to return to university or
college for further training.
Remember that, in learning design, technology isn’t always something that requires electricity. Paper and pencil
are technology. Chairs and tables are technology. A chair
and carpet for story circle are technology. And, depending
on the lesson, a single computer with projector and screen are all
the technology needed. Or, perhaps, your lesson requires each
student to have a personal electronic device be that a mobile
phone, tablet, or laptop. While this book focuses on things like
mobile phone etiquette, computer office skills, and social media
savvy, it’s important to remember that classrooms don’t have to
rely on devices all the time.

Yet, reasonably, parents, teachers, and industry want school to prepare students for their future roles in the workforce. Business advisor
Chris Brogan expressed this well when he wrote, “With all the shifts
in technology, why aren’t we prepping people to learn how to interact,
how to query, how to do all that will be required to link together and
interpret and sift through all this information? ” (“It’s Time to Rethink
What People Need to Learn,” ChrisBrogan.com, accessed May, 2019.)
Which highlights that learning to use today’s technology isn’t the full
goal. Rather, we want to raise digital citizens who can take what they
learn today and expand it to include the things they’ll need to know in
the future.
Add to that, many teachers have been advised for a decade or more
by their employer or union to avoid using social media. As such, they
have limited or no experience with these tools. In some cases, long
service teachers demonstrate reluctance to take on new approaches
and topics. There are further challenges when a school has raised
money for a class set of iPads or a computer classroom. These devices
need regular updates and inevitably a class set will include a few nonfunctional units on any given day turning teacher into tech support. In
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combination, these conditions can make it challenging for the willing
teacher to champion digital in their school.
Those teachers that add digital must do so amidst the complex mix
of academic, social, and emotional realities of their school communities. In many school districts, digital is considered an add-on subject.
Instead, I suggest you frame it as an integrated element in existing lessons. For example, teachers might add heart-rate monitors to physical
education class. Similarly, a shop teacher might use a computer-based
drafting program. Math classes might use videos to explain concepts.
(See Khan Academy for examples.) Language arts classes might use
word processing and presentation software. This book presents a variety of the issues and lessons that must be imparted to future digital
citizens. Teachers should feel free to adopt or extrapolate the elements
that work for their curriculum and school communities.
To help teachers understand and share the approach to digital
skills they want to see in their classroom or school community, there
is a Digital Teaching Worksheet, seen in Sample 2 and available on
the download kit. Use this worksheet to think about how much digital
you’ll include in your lessons, what your school or school district rules
are about students with personal devices, and more. By understanding
your desires, you’ll be able to decide how to approach the digital skills
in this book with your students in the context of your school or district
regulations.
And while we’re talking about social and emotional realities, let’s
pause to acknowledge that technology impacts the mental wellness
of both teachers and students. Battles over screen time, discipline for
unauthorized technology use, negative impacts of unmonitored social
media at home, and much more all impact the classroom environment.
That collective frustration, anxiety, loneliness, and other negative emotions can be a lot for a teacher to manage both for themselves personally, and for the students they teach.
I’m empathetic to the work that elementary, middle, and high
school teachers undertake. While I teach at the postsecondary level,
my academic background includes a Master of Education degree from
Simon Fraser University, class of 2018. My cohort focused on education technology and learning design (ETLD). Conversations with my
classmates, mostly elementary and high school teachers, were an inspiration for this book. And the research and study I participated in
have informed my thoughts to support teachers teaching digital life
Introduction
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skills to youth. Plus, as an aside, my mum was a teacher for more than
three decades, who worked in elementary schools throughout her career. Teacher career politics, school district administration issues, and
technology challenges were frequent topics of conversation at our family dinners.

3. Schools and Communities
Working Together

Parents, teachers, and others who influence children and teens
throughout the growing up years, have to work together to educate and
inspire youth emerging as digital citizens. In order to pass on any digital knowledge, you need to understand it yourself. It takes a complex
set of skills, social customs, and security considerations. And keeping
up to date on the latest options and best practices makes it even more
complicated. With this book, you’ll expand your knowledge and be
better prepared to guide the youth in your home or at your school.
Part of the challenge for teachers and parents is knowing what kids
will learn at home and what they will learn at school. There’s no obvious divide like there is between toilet training at home and algebra
lessons at school. Parents and teachers are regularly on the frontlines
with children and teens. Working together as a community, you can
establish and normalize social conventions around the use of technology and digital skills by modeling best behavior and setting the tone
for what’s acceptable.
Community standards can also respect that every family will have
its own approach, just as every school will create digital rules that work
for the circumstances of each school community. It’s essential that we
respect differences from the digitally disconnected to the hyperconnected and everything in between. The overarching goal is to help
youth gain new digital life skills, at the right pace and with purpose.
Add to this a requirement to find ways for youth with diverse needs
to access technology and the internet in ways that support them. This
varies based on maturity and experience. Each child, each teen grows
and evolves at different pace for different developmental markers;
moral reasoning, socialization, impulse control, and more. In addition,
designations such as gifted, autistic, learning disabled, dyslexic, or other exceptional labels must be considered to acknowledge and adjust
for neurodiversity. This impacts how and when kids are ready for each
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Sample 2

Digital Teaching
Worksheet
Digital
Teaching
Worksheet
Date: March 22nd
Use this worksheet to explore and record the digital qualities that matter in your classroom. Use
it as a guide to help you design lessons and learning activities that support youth learning to
master digital life skills.
Grade level(s): 8
Class size: 29 students (6 with IEP)
What is your personal comfort level with
technology? Do you love it or hate it? Do you
find technology intuitive or do you struggle to
master it? Are you willing to use it in your
lessons?

Happy to use it but frustrated when it takes
away for lesson time.

What is the school’s policy regarding
technology in the classroom? Do you have
autonomy to make different rules apply to your
students while they are in your classroom?

No tech from first bell to last bell unless
teacher permits in class use as part of the
lesson.

What technology resources are available in
your classroom? Do you have a computer,
projector, and screen?

Projector, teacher’s computer

What technology resources are available in
your school? Is there a computer lab or class
set of laptops?

Computer lab

What technology resources do your students
bring to class? Are they required to have a
mobile phone, tablet, or laptop? Do your
students have the resources to provide their
own technology?

Students bring their mobile phones to class
only when instructed to do so for the lesson.

Time weekly in computer lab for class
activities.
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Sample 2 — Continued
Not a blended environment.
Are your students learning in a blended
environment? What technology will they use in
class and what will they access online?

What accommodations does your class
require? What technology considerations
appear in their individualized education plans
(IEP)? What types of unique abilities must you
consider in your lesson planning?

1 student with dyslexia
3 ELL students
2 students with ADHD

Yes, I teach digital citizenship classes and
Does the prescribed curriculum give you
opportunities to incorporate digital skills into
include technology in other subjects.
the lessons? Do you teach specific digital
curriculum? Are you teaching an inquiry model
that can incorporate technology?

If needed, what disciplinary measures are
authorized and appropriate for your students?

Mobile phones impounded for misuse.
Escalate to principal, if needed, per school
district policy.

Additional notes
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next stage of digital skills. And it’s important to note that chronological
age does not indicate the same level of readiness. What one 13 year old
is able to manage might be more or less than another 13 year old.
The American Academy of Pediatrics guidelines (https://www.aap.
org/en-us/Documents/ppe_document108_en.pdf, accessed May, 2019) recommend that youth’s screen time be planned in the context of other
important activities. Their default recommendation is two hours of
screen time per day for those 13 through 18 years old but they acknowledge that some youth will get more time onscreen. They go on to recommend that families focus on the balance of other activities. If the youth
gets a full night’s sleep, an hour or more of physical activity, meals with
family members, and some unplugged time each day, then the amount
of screen time can be adjusted. Each family will do this based on the
youth’s volume of homework, social interactions with friends online,
and other screen-time activities in combination with their household’s
rules and attitudes about screen time. For some families, this means
unlimited screen time while others use strict time limits. Most families
fall somewhere in between where there are limits but they vary based
on the needs, abilities, and maturity of the child in combination with
parent’s monitoring of healthy lifestyle habits. And for some families
the rules change between weekdays and weekends. Vacation also introduces variations with more or less screen time based on the family’s
wishes and the type of vacation.
As an example, while I write this, it’s a rainy Sunday afternoon. I
can hear my son talking to his friends on Discord while they cooperatively build a fleet of ocean vessels in Roblox. The conversation is lively
and filled with social play just as there would be if they were in the
same room. But, given the weather and that I’m working on this book,
he’ll have a long stretch of screen time today. I’m unconcerned because
he sleeps well, eats nutritious meals (and he made me breakfast in bed
this morning!), and he’s physically active for two or more hours most
days of the week.
As communities collaborate to support youth emerging as digital citizens, it’s important to acknowledge that there are a variety of
adults who influence youth and that they are equally influenced by
their peers. Youth will see digital behavior modeled by parents, teachers, coaches, spiritual leaders, neighbors, retail clerks, transit workers,
and other adults they meet in the community. In turn, as youth move
from an attachment to their parents to an attachment to their peers,
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their friends (and, possibly, enemies) at school will influence their understanding of digital behavior.
Whether parent, guardian, teacher, or other community member
in a position to model digital behavior, your goal is to help raise a child
who is able to function effectively in a digital world so that they are
ready to both join the workforce and take responsibility for all aspects
of their lives as adults. In the chapters ahead, you’ll find digital skills
grouped in four categories core skills, social skills, study skills, and
safety skills.
You’ll notice safety skills are just one of the categories. Here we’ll
touch on the risks of being online and using technology. Rather than
offer scare tactics (as many social media educators have done in recent
years), you’ll focus instead on teaching youth the skills to prevent them
from getting into trouble. You’ll also find resources to help you get help
if something awful should happen to a child or teen in your life. While
cyberbullying, luring, and pornography make attention grabbing
headlines in the news, most families and teachers are struggling with
mundane but vital issues like screen time, reputation management,
and securing privacy. Adopt a healthy caution around these issues but
try not to let your fear prevent you from helping youth learn healthy
digital habits.
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